
Chapter 2
Mashups live on Standards

Brigitte Endres-Niggemeyer

Abstract Mashups integrate web services from pre-existing resources, often sub-
mitting them to an unforeseen secondary use. This can only succeed if standards,
specifications or other types of regulations are maintained. A good understanding
of standards helps mashups and their developers along. The chapter illustrates how
web standards are organized and takes its readers through a parade of selected stan-
dards. Since standardization is a moderately organized environment, standards and
their relatives (specifications, APIs, guidelines) are grouped from a users’ point of
view, depending on their usages in mashups: web communication, data organization,
content types, web queries, and interfaces.1 As one may assume standards thrive in
cultured web land and are poor or lacking in widely uncharted areas. Application
examples are included from time to time. The standards review remains open-ended,
but it draws the attention of its readers / users to an important and often neglected
issue of their work. Some readers may find hints that directly help during mashup
creation.

c�Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013

2.1 Mashups and their Underpinnings

Mashups live on standards. By definition they integrate existing web resources and
draw new services out of them. We expect the resources to comprise things like data,
procedures for their combination, and user interfaces that present the mashup output.
Clearly, the data sources must conform to their specifications, web services and their
APIs as well, web communication is a must, and the user interfaces of mashups have
to comply with good practice. Semantic mashups may require specific formats for

Brigitte Endres-Niggemeyer, Heidegrün 36, 30179 Hannover
e-mail: {brigitteen}@googlemail.com

1 All discussed entities come with their URL references (checked on 19/20-04-2012,
a few ones on 20/23-09-2012). In the ebook version, the references in the footnotes link straight to
their source.
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Fig. 2.1: Specification underpinnings of linked data (shortened)

instance for their metadata and rules. And in general mashups have to conform to
the local standards and specifications of their application domains. There are many
of them.

Let linked data authors explain what this means in practice. They display their
specification underpinnings in a drawing that appears in figure 2.1 in an abridged
version2. As a mashup combines several resources, even more standards from the
application areas will walk in! In short, one cannot ignore the cohorts of applicable
standards, specifications and the like when dealing with mashups.

Naive minds may expect the standards scene to be thoroughly organized, but be-
ware: you may find standards in the wild instead. The cartoon3 in figure 2.2 makes
fun of how standards propagate. As a consequence of opportunistic growth, stan-
dard bodies cover their own areas of interest and may even rival each other. This
makes life difficult for developers. In other words, in spite of often being blamed
as underregulated, the Internet appears as a highly standardized environment, albeit
inhabited by rampant standards.

For dealing with web standards and their relatives, keeping up with some con-
fusion factor is obligatory. The confusion resides inside the area. A description can
map it, but this will not change the way agents behave in the field. As a continu-
ous empirical structure is missing, readers of this chapter are the more entitled to
ask what they care about when being confronted with regulations in the web, in
particular with those related to mashups.

2 full version at http://linkeddata-specs.info/
3 from http://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/standards.png
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Fig. 2.2: How standards proliferate

Regulation power clearly is a point. Standards and their kinship may regulate
behavior to different degrees. Guidelines tend to be soft. They often propose best
practices. Offenses may be worse or better than the guideline demands. In other
cases a standard or protocol transgression will malfunction.

Less important is how a regulation is named. Depending on their emitters and
their purpose, standards are often labeled specifications, protocols or recommen-
dations. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)4 standards are called RFCs (”Re-
quests for Comment”). Famous examples are RFC 791, the Internet Protocol (IP)
and RFC 1738, the URL5. The long RFC lists also illustrate the high number of
Internet standards. Nota bene that IETF is not the only standard body on the net.

Although standards or specifications are assumed to be set top-down by an au-
thoritative body, web reality knows authority-free bottom-up standardization, too.
Companies introduce de facto standards with their product or service APIs, or users
massively prefer one practice so that crowds set standards. Pragmatic readers with
mashups in mind will accept de-facto and de-jure standards and apply them.

For use in this chapter, the terminology can be simplified: the term standard is
used as long as no discrimination from different types of standard-like regulations is
required. Less-than-clear facts will inevitably blur terms, so that retracting towards
everyday usage like in ”be up to standard” is inevitable. WaSP, the Web Standards
Project6 fights for standards in the W3C-regulated functional core of the web. Why
should the degree of organization and clear-cut definition rise with distance from
the center?

4 http://www.ietf.org
5 this and more on http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/
6 http://www.webstandards.org/
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Probably ISO, the International Standards Organization7 is the most prominent
provider of standards in a wide range of applications: ISO 26000 deals with social
responsibility, ISO/IEC DIS 17826 with CDMI, which is a cloud data management
interface, and ISO 11760:2005 specifies a classification system for coals. According
to ISO/IEC Guide 2:2004 a standard is

”a document, established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that provides,
for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their re-
sults, aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context.”[8]

Readers will notice the comprehensive definition of ISO standards. It includes all
sorts of regulations for common reuse. This book chapter follows it.

ISO standards are developed in working groups of experts. Draft standards go
through an approval procedure. If a draft is accepted by two-thirds of its developers
and three-fourth of all ISO members, it is recognized as a standard and published.
After some time of use, standards often need a revision. HTML may serve as an
example. Revisions run from version 1.0 in 1991 to version 5.0 of today.8

Other standard emitters follow more or less the same procedure of standard de-
velopment and agreement by vote / certification. However most standardizing orga-
nizations are less global than ISO, restricting their domain to a country like DIN9 in
Germany, a discipline like ITU10 – the International Telecommunication Union – or
a specific environment as W3C11 – the World Wide Web Consortium – does.

Standard bodies may cooperate, but this is far from being the rule. A special men-
tion is however due to working groups of different standard bodies who cooperate.
WebCGM12 exemplifies a recommendation that W3C and OASIS publish together.

Many bodies offer their standards (”open” standards) for free. This is for instance
true for ECMA13, OSGi14 , OASIS15 and for W3C. Many Apache implementations
distribute open standards, too.16 Open standards may be connected with the open
source software movement.

Open (public) standards are preferred.17 Proprietary standards are less accessible
when their content is not known, and if patents or other regulations impose costs.
ISO standard documents and those of other providers such as IEEE18 or US ANSI19

7 http://www.iso.org/iso/home.htm
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML,
brief overview at http://www.yourhtmlsource.com/starthere/historyofhtml.html
9 http://www.din.de/
10 http://www.itu.int/en/Pages/default.aspx
11 http://www.w3.org/
12 http://www.w3.org/TR/webcgm/
13 http://www.ecma-international.org/default.htm
14 http://www.osgi.org/About/HomePage
15 http://www.oasis-open.org/
16 see Apache list on http://projects.apache.org/indexes/standards.html
17 http://www.openformats.org/main
18 see standards store at http://www.techstreet.com/ieeegate.html
19 http://www.ansi.org/
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are sold. Their prices cover standard development costs. That they are paid empha-
sizes the manifest practical value of standards – agreed specifications – in many
technical domains. Standards reduce costs.

Mixed-mode open and licensed standards exist as well. MP320 is a common ex-
ample.

Standards can support mashups straightforwardly, but just as frequent is a medi-
ated use via an API (Application Programming Interface) that applies standards.

On the value of web standards, one can rephrase the argumentation of the WaSP
project cited above: Where specifications and standards reign the web, communica-
tion runs better. Since communication is a main feature of the web, web users and
developers more and more appreciate the adherence to standards, for well-known
common-sense reasons:

• If you follow a best-practice standard, this eases your own development work.
You avoid reinventing the wheel.

• Access to your work is eased. Who knows the standard has better chances to
reuse your work. This is the well-known accessibility aim for web data and
services.

• Software and data conforming to standards can be shared over different hard-
ware and software platforms. This feature is often called interoperability.

Mashup developers feel the advantage of standard compliance even more than other
netizens, because their fate is combining resources that may come from far away in
the web and that never were anticipated to meet in a mashup. These secondary uses
are hard to achieve unless the integrated resources keep to their specifications. As
essential underpinnings of mashups, web standards merit a closer look.

2.2 Grouping Mashup-Relevant Standards

Organizing standards is a problem because one cannot refer to an inherent order of
the domain. Even big players may present their own standards output in a partially
adequate order. W3C is a good example. They are sorting their standards by tech-
nology, status, date, title, working/interest group, or editor, and alphabetically in
second sort position.21 This is helpful, but far away from a systematic order. When
mashups and mashup-relevant standards are of interest, one would also prefer an
order that adapts to the newly set focus, in this case to mashups.

Mashups are widely distributed on the web. Especially innovative evolving web
ecosystems tend to be less penetrated by standardization. For instance, look at the
intermediate regularization state in the clouds.22 The author uses cloud services in

20 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MP3
21 http://www.w3.org/TR/
22 Cloud standards list on
http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki-cloud-computing/bin/view/CloudComputing/StandardsInventory.
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iPad apps without a need for specific cloud standards. When [1]23 describe their
Web of Things experience with cloud services, they focus on the EPC (Electronic
Product Code) network problems.

The W3C incubator group24 sees social media in a pre-standardization data-
silos state, because the bulk of specifications comes from the proprietary APIs of
Facebook, Twitter, Google, LinkedIN and others, with their separated networking
sites. Nevertheless the group lists many approaches with standards background, e.g.
XMPP and OAuth mentioned below, so that social media standardization appears
to be in progress. Both XMPP and OAuth are shared with other application areas.
Social media mashups combining two independent social networks are coming up.

In the same vein the AR (augmented reality) community is currently setting up
standards for their field, repurposing many existing standards and following a sys-
tematic development procedure.

At least until the main standardization bodies offer authoritative arrangements,
web users are summoned to order standards from their own viewpoint. Many op-
tions are possible; there is all reason for pragmatism and none to find out ”was die
Welt im Innersten zusammenhält”. Grouping mashup-relevant standards for mashup
developers and users must reflect the use situation: What do we use a standard for?
In which context, with which regulation goal does it appear? In short the question
is: Which standard when for doing what? Thus the ordering follows function:

1. Web communication. Almost all mashups draw resources from the web or
write data to some external server. A web transport is needed, the standards /
protocols for web transport apply.

2. Data organization. Data on the web must be organized according to preset
schemes and syntaxes. This is a precondition for interoperability, i.e. assuring
that resources can be interpreted elsewhere in the web as intended by the data
producer or the producing system. The regulations may affect small units like
characters, but also large ones like whole documents or texts. In user eyes they
may appear as formatting schemes although developers may see them e.g. as
protocols.

3. Content types. As demonstrated by XML formats or Java programs, the web
is widely text-based. Life conditions change when one dares into content. Deal-
ing therein with text, images, videos, audio and so on is a key task of semantic
mashups. The relevant standards are considered starting with the highly com-
mon RDF format and ending with much more complex cases such as augmented
reality standardization.

4. Web queries. Search is a frequent mashup activity. Especially linked data
mashups connect via SPARQL searches. Query standards and specifications are
needed.

Active cloud standard committees are found on
http://cloud-standards.org/wiki/index.php?title=Main Page.
23 http://www.vs.inf.ethz.ch/publ/papers/guinard epcCloud.pdf
24 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/socialweb/XGR-socialweb-20101206/
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5. Human interfaces. Designing helpful human interfaces is a core effort in
mashup development and user-own mashup configuration. In contrast with
other tasks, interface design is mainly regulated by guidelines. Companies
(Google, Apple etc.) provide them and put big investments in. Guidelines pre-
scribe features and often support developers with ready-made templates. Since
interfaces are near to users, maintaining a local look-and-feel is of evident in-
terest.

The upcoming web standards parade requests some flexibility for avoiding com-
mon dead ends. Two of them:

• The one type only trap. While German Wikipedia25 describes MP3 as a proce-
dure of data compression (”Verfahren zur verlustbehafteten Kompression digi-
tal gespeicherter Audiodaten”), English Wikipedia26 sees it as an encoding for-
mat (”a patented encoding format for digital audio which uses a form of lossy
data compression”. As MP3 is a German invention (the author met the main
researcher Hans-Georg Musmann), the German version may be more authen-
tic. Anyhow users are invited to switch types to the roles required in their task
environment, without further discussion.

• The fixed surroundings trap. In their standards organization, W3C present
the XML Document Model DOM27 as a subcategory of ’Scripting and AJAX’.
Why? To the author it is known from its Java implementation in JDOM28. Thus
transferring items into new environments is approved - everybody can quote
precedents.

There is nothing wrong when for instance a developer-side protocol like SOAP ap-
pears on the user side as a format for the protocol execution, according to the user’s
tasks. Similarly cooperative users of standards look over the fence and re-use what
was invented elsewhere on the web. Context-driven switches of type, affiliation and
other properties are normal.

2.3 The Web Standards Parade

In the following main section of the chapter, mashup-relevant standards parade in
groups as listed above. Because this chapter belongs to a book on semantic mashups,
content-related standards get their due share of attention. Depending on the local
situation, the discussion centers on specific areas (e.g. security) or on concrete stan-
dards (such as XML).

25 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/MP3
26 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MP3
27 http://www.w3.org/DOM/
28 http://www.jdom.org/
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2.3.1 Web Communication

2.3.1.1 HTTP and TCP/IP

HTTP and TCP/IP manage web communication in a client-server environment.
The Internet Protocol Suite TCP/IP[17] includes the Transmission Control Proto-
col (TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP). It includes several layers (see figure 2.3
adapted from [22]) reaching from network transmission to application services such
as FTP or SMTP. The basic truth is that every computer in the web owns an IP ad-
dress. IPs are provided by the Domain Name System (DNS).29

HTTP30 (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is currently used in its HTTP 1.1 version.
It opens reusable connections between two hosts. As well known, HTTP addresses
show up in the headline of the browser when it is directed to a website. Everybody
knows youtube:

”http://www.youtube.com/”

An HTTP header may also contain some additional items. In the example

”http://www.f5.com:80/path/time.jsp?h=13”

the port 80 is specified, the data type is jsp (Java Server Pages), and after the ques-
tion mark follows a short query. Web addresses are commonly called URLs (Unit
Ressource Locations). They verbalize numeric IP addresses, for instance

http://17.149.160.10/

is transformed into

http://www.apple.com/

The most common HTTP requests are GET and POST. In general, users will apply
them from inside an HTML form.

2.3.1.2 REST (Representational State Transfer)

The most popular style to address a web host is REST (Representational State
Transfer)[19]31, [32]. Look at a REST example of my own use, a request string
fetching web speech data that goes straight to the audioplayer:

cl_login=BrigitteEn&cl_app=NOspeech_EVAL&cl_pwd=8xxxxxxxx
&req_voice=klaus22k&req_text=
"Ein Stecker fuer die hoeheren Energien"
&prot_vers=2&cl_env=Mac OS X 10.7.2&req_asw_type=STREAM

29 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain Name System
30 overview in http://www.w3.org/Protocols/,
for original IETF RFC see http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2616
31 http://www.ics.uci.edu/ taylor/documents/2002-REST-TOIT.pdf
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Fig. 2.3: The TCP/IP architecture

REST32 is built on web resources that are identified through URIs as usual on the
web. It connects with HTTP as a service interface. In a typical REST request, the
client discovers the URL of a service, it sends an HTTP call to this URL with a
given HTTP command (GET, POST, PUT, etc.), a number of options (e.g., accepted
format), and a payload in the negotiated format (e.g., in XML or JSON). In my
example an audio file is returned.

Developers (the author included) like REST because its is easy to use. No official
standard is needed to impose it as a standard approach[7]33.

2.3.1.3 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)

SOAP is defined in a W3C standard34. According to a SOAP tutorial35,

”SOAP is a simple XML-based protocol to let applications exchange information over
HTTP.”

Sometimes this stance rises smiles in the web36, but SOAP has its defenders and
users37. Programmableweb of today (08-02-2012) records 904 Mashup APIs using
SOAP while 3433 APIs use REST. A simple SOAP example points out why SOAP is
less simple than REST use. For getting a Fahrenheit conversion of a Celsius degree
one has to code and send a SOAP envelope:

32 good introduction: http://rest.elkstein.org/
33 http://www.vs.inf.ethz.ch/publ/papers/dguinard-rest-vs-ws.pdf
34 http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/NOTE-SOAP-20000508/
35 http://www.w3schools.com/soap/default.asp
36 already in 2002 Amit Asaravala advocated giving SOAP a REST –
http://www.devx.com/DevX/Article/8155
37 http://www.soapuser.com/index.html
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soap:Body>
<CelsiusToFahrenheit xmlns="http://tempuri.org/">
<Celsius>50</Celsius>"
</CelsiusToFahrenheit>"
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

The answer arrives in an XML formatted envelope:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<soap:Body>
<CelsiusToFahrenheitResponsexmlns="http://tempuri.org/">
<CelsiusToFahrenheitResult>122</CelsiusToFahrenheitResult>
</CelsiusToFahrenheitResponse>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

After unpacking the XML, the value of 122 degrees Fahrenheit is available.

2.3.1.4 Syndication: RSS (Really Simple Syndication) and Atom

All sorts of syndicated news, audio and video podcasts are streaming through the
web, often in two popular feed formats in parallel: RSS 2.038 and Atom39. RSS
2.0 is more frequently used, but the newer Atom format provides a larger hierarchy
and more tags40. Under their XML head both formats organize a series of items
in a hierarchy. The syntax prescribes the tag names and their sequence. Tools like
parsers and validators are available.

RSS 2.0 defines information channels for its feeds. Channels have some header
information followed by a sequence of items. For the sake of simplicity only one of
them is shown in the following example41:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rss version="2.0">
<channel>

<title>Real’s HowTo</title>
<link>http://www.rgagnon.com</link>
<description>Useful code snippets for Java</description>
<language>en</language>
<copyright>Copyright by Real Gagnon</copyright>

38 http://www.rssboard.org/rss-specification
39 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287
40 more detail at http://www.rgagnon.com/javadetails/java-0556.html
41 from http://www.rgagnon.com/javadetails/java-0608.html,
see also http://www.w3schools.com/rss/
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<pubDate>Mon, 23 Jun 2008 11:15:31 -0400</pubDate>
<item>

<title>The PDF are updated</title>
<description>Java (756 pages), Powerbuilder (197),
Javascript (99) and VBS (32)</description>
<link>http://64.18.163.122/rgagnon/download/index.htm</link>
<guid>http://64.18.163.122/rgagnon/download/index.htm</guid>
<pubDate>Mon, 23 Jun 2008 11:15:31 -0400</pubDate>

</item>
</channel>
</rss>

The following sample Atom feed from the same source exemplifies the more de-
tailed Atom feed format:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
<title>Example Feed</title>
<subtitle>A subtitle.</subtitle>
<link href="http://example.org/"/>
<updated>2003-12-13T18:30:02Z</updated>
<author>
<name>John Doe</name>
<email>johndoe@example.com</email>

</author>
<id>urn:uuid:60a76c80-d399-11d9-b91C-0003939e0af6</id>
<entry>

<title>Atom-Powered Robots Run Amok</title>
<link href="http://example.org/2003/12/13/atom03"/>
<id>urn:uuid:1225c695-cfb8-4ebb-aaaa-80da344efa6a</id>
<updated>2003-12-13T18:30:02Z</updated>
<summary>Some text.</summary>

</entry>
</feed>

2.3.1.5 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)

The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)[2]42 is an open technol-
ogy for real-time communication, using XML as the base format for exchanging
information. In essence, XMPP provides a way to send small pieces of XML from
one entity to another in close to real time.43

XMPP builds on a series of IETF RFCs44 and a list of extensions45 to them.
XMPP core services provide channel encryption, authentication, presence check

for web entities, messaging, service discovery, structured data forms, and workflow
management.

42 http://xmpp.org
43 http://fyi.oreilly.com/2009/05/what-can-you-do-with-xmpp.html
44 http://xmpp.org/xmpp-protocols/rfcs/
45 http://xmpp.org/xmpp-protocols/xmpp-extensions/
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XMPP is widely deployed for instant messaging, chat, data syndication and other
application types. Main sponsors are Google, the US Secure Hosting Center, and
Voxeo.

2.3.1.6 Security: Encryption and Authentication

Fig. 2.4: OpenID and OAuth authorize a user

Internet security has evolved to an own field of investigation[6]46. It may be a
very serious concern in web communication. Among other things, hash encryption
methods have been developed for secure Internet interaction. In critical tasks such
as authentication they may even be obligatory.

46 http://code.google.com/intl/de/edu/submissions/daswani/index.html
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The common encryption standards family is SHA(secure hash algorithm)47. The
SHAs are US Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)48. SHA-1 and SHA-
2 are in use, SHA-3 is currently being developed. MD549 was standardized by the
Internet Engineering Task Force IETF in 1992.50 It is frequently applied, but it has
been found to be unsafe.

Authentication means identifying a computer user, authorization decides what
the user is permitted to do. For users it is an evident advantage being easily admitted
to resources of others on different sites, in particular in social networks. Just as
evidently the security concerns of the resource owner must be protected.

Using OpenID51 or OAuth52, users can authorize others to access their private
resources without handing over their credentials to a foreign site. As often an im-
age says more than a thousand words. Figure 2.453 explains how the two competing
authentication / authorization services OpenID and OAuth assure that only entitled
users can access a resource. To admitted users, OpenID hands over a certificate,
whereas OAuth provides a time-restricted key. Practical how-to advice for develop-
ers is offered e.g. by Google54.

2.3.2 Organizing Data

Depending on web sectors different data formats are prevailing. JSON is a popular
choice. The CSV (Comma-Separated Values) format is used frequently. Everybody
agrees, but the main formats of the semantic web are different: HTML, RDF, and
XML are the basic big three. They are all specified by a specific markup language.
In contrast with HTML and XML, RDF is conceptual, with no implementation of
its own.

Data standards of interest for the semantic web and semantic mashups are dis-
cussed advancing from simpler to more complicated formats. HTML comes first,
whereas the recent and much more comprehensive HTML5 is in the end group.

2.3.2.1 HTML

The most visible items on the web are the websites. Basically they are coded in
HTML, the Hypertext Markup Language. HTML is specified and standardized by

47 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-2
48 http://www.nist.gov/itl/fips.cfm
49 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MD5
50 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1321
51 http://openid.net
52 http://oauth.net
53 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth
54 https://developers.google.com/+/api/oauth
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the W3C consortium.55 Till HTML 4, style sheets such as CSS (Cascading Style
Sheet)56 or Javascript57 help to adapt HTML web content to the target presenta-
tion. For normal use, browsers (there are many of them: Chrome, Firefox, Internet
Explorer, Opera, Safari, etc.) display HTML-style web content fetched from web
servers. Web pages may be static or dynamic, i.e. being generated at question time
from a database with the help of some code (often in PHP or AJAX). Browsers,
document editors and so on may host plugins for handling special data types, e.g.
video or PDF. HTML tutorials are legion on the web.

2.3.2.2 XML

The XML family58 is at least as important on the web as HTML and company. XML
is a main carrier format for structuring / markup of web data. Today’s XHTML59

illustrates a common XML specialization. It is XML-based, i.e. it complies to the
XML syntax, but it specializes it for its own HTML-style purposes. There are many
application-specific XML markup languages behaving like this. For instance XML
codes SVG graphics as well as the widely used syndication formats RSS 2.0 and
Atom.

The XML example below reminds you the basic syntax of XML: a XML decla-
ration in the header line followed by a hierarchy of tagged entries with tags of your
choice.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding ="utf-8"?>
<contact-info>
<name>Jane Smith</name>
<company>AT&amp;T</company>
<phone>(212) 555-4567</phone>
</contact-info>

In XSL60, the extensible stylesheet branch of the XML family, the most well known
member is XSLT61 for modifying XML structures.

XML Schema (XSD)62 defines the structure of XML documents. Who wants
to get along with less effort tries Relax NG63 or the older DTD (Document Type
Definition).

55 http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/
56 http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS/
57 http://www.w3schools.com/js/, specification in ECMA-262 and ISO/IEC 16262
58 http://www.w3.org/TR/xml/, http://www.w3.org/XML/,
http://www.w3.org/XML/1999/XML-in-10-points.html.en
59 http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/
60 for an overview see http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/
61 http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt20/
62 http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema, http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/
63 http://relaxng.org/, ISO/IEC STANDARD 19757-2 from 2008
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A human-friendly alternative to RDF/XML is offered by Turtle (Terse RDF
Triple Language)64 now in W3C draft status.

In the semantic web, much data representation builds upon the XML grounding.
Indeed XML is – together with RDF – a backbone of the semantic web.

2.3.2.3 RDF (Resource Description Format)

RDF65 models concepts in a subject - relation - object pattern. The assumption is
that all information can be broken down into triples of this format, corresponding
to simple sentences. According to the assumption, all objects can be characterized
with combined RDF-based descriptions. The basic RDF format is accompanied by
RDFS schema for setting up simple concept relationships, and by RDFa for putting
and finding RDF triples in running HTML text.

A classical drawing (figure 2.5) from the RDF Primer66 explains what RDF con-
tributes. Eric Miller is first characterized by a graph, then an XML-based descrip-
tion.67 In the drawing, yellow items represent strings, green items URLs/URIs. Re-

Fig. 2.5: Remake of the classical RDF demo graph: Eric Miller

mark that links are defined by URIs, too. In the XML format this information is
mapped to tags and content items. A concept is characterized by as many RDF de-
scriptions as needed.

64 http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
65 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-concepts/, validator at http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
66 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/
67 Do no worry about the bothering length of URIs / URLs therein.
CURIES (compact URIs - http://www.w3.org/TR/curie/) have been developed in the meantime.
They are currently available for SPARQL, RDFa and XHTML2.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:contact="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#">
<contact:Person rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/People/EM/contact#me">

<contact:fullName>Eric Miller</contact:fullName>
<contact:mailbox rdf:resource="mailto:em@w3.org"/>
<contact:personalTitle>Dr.</contact:personalTitle>

</contact:Person>
</rdf:RDF>

2.3.2.3.1 RDFS - RDF Schema

A set of RDF triples or concepts is a vocabulary. Therein some organization is re-
quired in order to locate basic RDF triples or concepts built from them. The relations
for that are provided by RDF Schema (RDFS)68, the RDF Vocabulary Description
Language. Again a standard example69 (abridged) shows what happens. Descrip-
tions of classes are located in the hierarchy with relations such as ’subClassOf’. In
the example the passenger vehicle is specified as a subconcept of the vehicle because
a ’subClassOf’ link attaches it to its hypernym.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xml:base="http://example.org/schemas/vehicles">
<rdf:Description rdf:ID="Vehicle">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Class"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:ID="PassengerVehicle">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Vehicle"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

2.3.2.3.2 RDFa

RDFa70 is about RDF attributes in HTML or XML documents. So far RDF has
been presented as mounted on XML. This is common, but not compulsory. The
following RDFa71 code fragment is thought to sit in an XHTML/HTML572 file. It

68 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema
69 http://ruleml.org/oojdrew/exa/exa4RDFS.html
70 nice video by Manu Sporny at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldl0m-5zLz4
71 http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-rdfa-syntax-20081014/,
http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/WD-xhtml-rdfa-primer-20080620/,
current state of the RDFa call at http://rdfa.info/
72 http://dev.w3.org/html5/rdfa/
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enters RDFa-own tags like properties or attributes into XHTML items, here into a
’div’ element. With its prefix ’dc’ the property attribute refers to DublinCore73.

<div xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">
<h2 property="dc:title">The trouble with Bob</h2>
<h3 property="dc:creator">Alice</h3>
...

</div>

RDFa attributes can be recovered from XML / HTML code. One major approach
is gleaning them74. Practical applications are Google rich data using RDFa and the
related microformats75.

2.3.2.4 DOM (Document Object Model)

W3C DOM is a standard for accessing HTML and XML documents76:

”The W3C Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform and language-neutral interface
that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure,
and style of a document.”

The DOM recommendations are separated into 3 different parts / levels: core,
HTML and XML77. Best known is the XML DOM API. It accesses the hierar-
chical XML document tree with all its nodes for parsing, writing and restructuring.
As many XML documents run through the web, there is a considerable demand
for XML DOM parsers. Off-the-shelf tools in several programming languages are
available, and helps for own parser development, too.

2.3.2.5 JSON (Java Script Object Notation)

JSON is a very common data format. Its language-independence and simplicity en-
hances its popularity. JSON is a subset of the JavaScript Object notation. JavaScript
is supported by virtually all browsers. ECMA standardizes JavaScript under the of-
ficial name ECMAScript78.

JSON works with name/value pairs. Values may be numbers, strings, booleans,
arrays, objects, and nil. In the introductory W3C example three employee objects
are included in a larger object named ”employees:

73 http://dublincore.org/
74 http://www.w3.org/TR/grddl/
75 http://microformats.org/
76 http://www.w3.org/DOM/
77 http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR
78 http://www.ecmascript.org/
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{"employees": [
{ "firstName":"John" , "lastName":"Doe" },
{ "firstName":"Anna" , "lastName":"Smith" },
{ "firstName":"Peter" , "lastName":"Jones" }
] }

JSON objects can be accessed in JavaScript and in other programming / scripting
languages.

2.3.2.6 Linked Data

Fig. 2.6: Linked Open Data - small sample of the data network

Linked Data79 are RDF triples from anywhere with a link in between. Because
the triples and their links are identified by URIs, the linked data structure is a well-
defined graph in the web. The triples represent concepts or things (not only docu-
ments), so that the web switches to a web of data or a web of things (WoT). Figure

79 http://linkeddata.org/home
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2.680 shows a small subset of the global linked data space[24]81 with the main player
DBpedia[12]82 and some resources it refers to. With their impressive size in the web
linked data set standards by fact. Linked data are recognized by W3C without ex-
plicit standard / recommendation.

According to the advice of Berners-Lee83 you support the linked data movement
by conforming to four simple rules:

1. Use URIs as names for things.
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards

(RDF*, SPARQL).
4. Include links to other URIs. so that they can discover more things.

For more you may want to watch a video lecture84 of Tom Heath and colleagues.

2.3.2.7 OWL (Web Ontology Language) - a biomedicine-focused view

Ontologies are structured vocabularies. They reflect the semantics of their applica-
tion domain. Basic links like the generic ’is-a’ relation are borrowed from traditional
thesauruses and library classification schemes. These also received an RDF-based
web implementation and specification: the Simple Knowledge Organization System
SKOS85. Metadata often refer to DublinCore specifications86.

Readers who doubt the impact of ontologies are invited to the National Center
for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO)87. Their BioPortal88 gives access to a wealth of
ontologies in biomedicine, from the Adult Mouse Brain (ABA) to the Zebrafish
Anatomy and Development (ZFA). These and other ontologies set annotation stan-
dards for their scientific areas.

In biomedicine we find an environment of ontological tolerance. Methodological
underpinnings differ. BioPortal supports ontologies in OBO format, OWL, RDF,
Rich Release Format (RRF), Protégé frames, and LexGrid XML89. Look at a sample
concept in the OBO format of Gene Ontology (GO)90:

80 http://linkeddata.org/static/images/lod-datasets 2009-07-14 cropped.png
81 http://linkeddatabook.com/book
82 http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en/institute/pwo/bizer/research/publications/
Bizer-etal-DBpedia-CrystallizationPoint-JWS-Preprint.pdf,
http://tomheath.com/papers/bizer-heath-berners-lee-ijswis-linked-data.pdf
83 http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
84 http://videolectures.net/iswc08 heath hpldw/
85 http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-20090818/,
http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-primer/
86 http://dublincore.org/
87 http://www.bioontology.org/
88 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies
89 http://www.bioontology.org/bioportal
90 http://www.geneontology.org/
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[Term]
id: GO:0002138
name: retinoic acid biosynthetic process
namespace: biological_process
def: "The chemical reactions and pathways resulting in the
biosynthesis of retinoic acid, one of the three components
that makes up vitamin A." [GOC:hjd]
synonym: "retinoic acid anabolic process" EXACT []
is_a: GO:0042573 ! retinoic acid metabolic process
is_a: GO:0044249 ! cellular biosynthetic process

OWL, the Web Ontology Language91 is the most-cited ontology markup lan-
guage of the semantic web. By matter of fact, Protégé92 is the near-to standard editor
for OWL ontologies. A large set of OWL ontologies is available from the Protégé
Ontology Library93.

Fig. 2.7: OWL integration layers

OWL 2 contains three degrees of specification: OWL DL and OWL Lite seman-
tics are based on Description Logic, while OWL Full uses a more extended semantic
model. Figure 2.7 illustrates the layered OWL setup. Currently, OWL Full waits for
larger future applications.

OWL follows a concept import strategy. Constructs from RDF, RDFS and De-
scription Logics (DL)[9] are reused. They are applied as-is or – in the case of DL –
adapted to their new environment. Some subsidiary OWL constructs cover concepts
for which no suitable import items are available.

OWL integrates the sophisticated concept building of Description Logics so that
concepts can be constructed from their semantic features. The very popular example
for demonstrating the effect is the grandmother (figure 2.8). Remark that she is
set up from highly recyclable concepts / features only: ’female’, ’male’, ’person’,
’parent’ and the relation ’has.Child’. It is easy to imagine how such a reduction to
basic concepts can simplify e.g. medical vocabularies.

The following code sample taken from the OWL Primer94 illustrates how con-
structs from RDF and RDFS work together with additional OWL tags: the OWL
class ’Father’ is built with imported ’rdf:about’ and ’rdfs:subClassOf’ links and an

91 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
92 http://protege.stanford.edu/
93 http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege Ontology Library#OWL ontologies
94 http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/Primer
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Fig. 2.8: Description Logic: Grandmother constructed from semantic features

OWL-own ’intersectionOf’ with roots in DL. Comparing the DL version of the ’Fa-
ther concept’ in the figure 2.8 above with its notation below roughly illustrates how
DL notation is transferred into an XML/RDF/OWL version.

<owl:Class rdf:about="Father">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<owl:Class rdf:about="Man"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="Parent"/> </owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

As mentioned before, the standard editor for OWL ontologies is Protégé. On the
Protégé screen (figure 2.9), the minimal family first appears as hierarchy with addi-
tional relations that came over from DL. The second view shows a graphical visual-
ization. The editor builds the RDF/XML code of OWL.

Fig. 2.9: Protégé views of OWL ontology: hierarchy on the left, visualization as
graph on the right
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2.3.3 Content Types

The web is said to be text-based, as opposed to sound-based or image-based, al-
though much web content uses media like image or audio. The text-based core of
the web consists of organized character sequences (often encoded in ASCII) car-
rying core web information as in HMTL pages, Java programs, Python scripts etc.
They serve technical purposes - their readers are in first line compilers and inter-
preters, humans reading them are mainly programmers.

Since earlier times, the contrasting non-ASCII MIME (Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extensions) type covers attachments like pictures that emails transport as at-
tachments. Iana95 registers MIME media types like audio, text, image and 3D mod-
els.96 The way how MIME types are declared is standardized as well, e.g. as ”im-
age/png” or ”audio/mp4”.

Graphics MIME types refer both to 2D and 3D dimensioning (overview in
[26],97). In 2D, raster graphics or bitmaps are composed of arrays of pixels while
vector images describe the paths that will show up in the image. 3D graphic uses 3D
models - 3D representations of geometric data. Web 3D would refer to all technolo-
gies that enable 3D applications in the web. For them, the Web3D Consortium98 is
the first-line reference.

A contrasting view on how to manage web text as a content type of its own
is held by the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)99. The Digital Library of Georgia100

displays an extensive list of content-oriented media types. The Dublin Core DCMI
Type Vocabulary101 may also offer a suitable term.

In mashups, media types are used for transmitting content. In case of doubt,
imagine mashups without the popular maps. Media transport content - this is what
semantic mashups interpret. Without any claim for completeness, the following con-
tent media are considered:

1. PDF (text + image + more)
2. PNG (image)
3. SVG (image)
4. OpenGL(2D, 3D graphics)
5. X3D (interactive 3D)
6. MPEG’s MP3 (audio) and MP4 (video)
7. Maps
8. HTML5
9. AR (augmented reality)

95 http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/index.html
96 listed on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet media type,

a sort of dictionary on http://www.myformatfactory.com/Format
97 http://research.microsoft.com/pubs/69076/cga03.pdf
98 http://www.web3d.org/realtime-3d/
99 http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml
100 http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/MediaTypes/
101 http://dublincore.org/documents/2012/06/14/dcmi-terms/?v=elements#H7
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2.3.3.1 PDF (Portable Document Format)

The great merit of PDF is the platform-independent representation of text and im-
age documents. PDF was proposed by Adobe and still keeps features of a propri-
etary format. The PDF ISO standard 32000-1 released in 2008 refers to Adobe PDF
1.7.102 Altogether the ISO Store103 offers 13 separate PDF Standards.

PDF is widely used and has considerable industrial support.104 Special purpose
versions of PDF have their own standards background, as the PDF/Xs105 that targets
different tasks in the printing industry.

2.3.3.2 PNG (Portable Network Graphics)

PNG (Portable Network Graphics) is a bitmapped image format.106 It improves over
its predecessors GIF and TIFF107. Images in PNG format are smaller than in TIFF
and therefore more appropriate for web use. With respect to GIF, PNG performs
better on alpha channels (variable transparency), gamma correction (cross-platform
control of image brightness), and two-dimensional interlacing (a method of pro-
gressive display). PNG also compresses better than GIF, and in contrast to GIF it
is available without fees because no patents are used. PNGs are processed almost
everywhere where bitmaps are expected. They compress well without losses. How-
ever, PNG does not support non-RGB color spaces such as CMYK so that PNGs
must be converted for printing.

2.3.3.3 SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics)

Scalable vector graphics108 are two-dimensional. All modern web browsers render
them to different degrees. Graphics behavior is stated in XML files so that devel-
opers can specify and update them on a text editor.109 The following code sample
illustrates the SVG XML representation for the beginning of the TCP/IP drawing in
figure 2.3.

102 http://www.adobe.com/devnet/pdf/pdf reference.html,
http://partners.adobe.com/public/developer/en/pdf/PDFReference.pdf
103 http://www.iso.org/iso/store.htm
104 http://www.callassoftware.com/callas/doku.php/en:products:pdftoolbox,
http://www.pdf-tools.com/pdf/produkte-pdf-pdfa.aspx,
http://www.helios.de/web/EN/solutions/FoDTP.html, and others
105 http://www.globalgraphics.com/technology/pdfx/
106 joint specification of W3C and ISO/IEC: http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/spec/iso/,
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2083
107 http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/pngintro.html
108 http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/
109 see for instance SVG-edit – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJKmEI06YiY
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!--Generator: Adobe Illustrator 15.0.0. SVG Export Plug-In .
SVG Version: 6.00 Build 0) -->
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN"
"http://wwww.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<svg version="1.1" id="Ebene_1" xmlns="http://wwww.w3.org/2000/svg"
xmlns:xlink="http://wwww.w3.org/1999/xlink"
x="0px" y="0px" width="728.5px" heigth="515.91px"
viewBox="0 0 728.5 515.91" enable-background="new 0 0 728.5 515.91"
xml:space="preserve">
<text transform="matrix(1 0 0 1 74.2256 70.8711)"
font-family="Helvetica" font-size="10">Application Layer</text>
<text transform="matrix(1 0 0 1 74.2256 135.7739)"
font-family="Helvetica" font-size="10">Transport Layer</text>
......
</svg>

2.3.3.4 OpenGL (OpenGraphics Library)

OpenGL110 is a royalty-free platform-independent industry standard serving both
2D and 3D graphics development. OpenGL is widely used in CAD, virtual reality
applications, visualization and computer games, also on mobile devices. In the au-
thor’s working context it appears on iPhone and iPad. As in earlier cases we observe
on the Khronos site111 a whole family of standards, this time of industry specifica-
tions for the web, serving also embedded systems as WebGL112 does.

2.3.3.5 X3D (Extensible 3D)

X3D113 is an ISO markup language standard for defining and communicating real-
time, interactive 3D content for visual effects and behavioral modeling. It is re-
placing the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML). X3D uses XML and in-
tegrates with relevant other technologies (e.g. MPEG-4 or SVG). According to its
authors X3D is royalty-free, scalable and open. The fit into HTML5 is explored by
x3dom.114

X3D is on its way to current browsers. Serving the tiny piece of code in figure
2.10 to Chrome equipped with instantreality115 shows you two blue triangles (on
the right of the figure) that you can move around.

110 http://www.khronos.org/opengl,
http://www.opengl.org/documentation/specs/version1.5/glspec15.pdf
111 http://www.khronos.org/
112 http://www.khronos.org/webgl/
113 http://www.web3d.org/x3d/specifications/x3d/,
http://www.web3d.org/realtime-3d/x3d/what-x3d
114 http://www.x3dom.org/
115 http://www.instantreality.org/downloads/
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Fig. 2.10: X3D code (left) and its result on the Chrome window (right)

2.3.3.6 MPEG - Motion Pictures and Audio Standardization

The Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG)116 is a major player on audio and mul-
timedia specifications. According to their own mission statement117, their area of
work is the

”Development of international standards for compression, decompression, processing, and
coded representation of moving pictures, audio, and their combination, in order to satisfy a
wide variety of applications.”

Their list of standards118 – delivered via ISO or under way – is just as impressive as
those of other big providers.

The main influences on web audio and video practice come from the standards
MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. They are the technical background of MP3 audio
and MP4 digital video. Television and radio rely on them. Internally the mentioned
standards are bundles of specifications. Their inside view is displayed on the MPEG
site. Figure 2.11119 provides a minimal orientation of the relationships between the
audio and video standards of our interest. VCD is video CD, DVD is optical disk,
DVB is digital video broadcasting. DVB-S2 is its satellite-based follower of the
second generation certified by the European Telecommunications Standard Institute
ETSI120 in 2005. PS is the program stream defined in MPEG-1, TS is the transport
stream. An overall introduction to video, DVD and digital sound is available at
karbosguide121.

116 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org
117 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/terms of reference.php
118 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards.php
119 from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MPEG.svg
120 http://www.etsi.org/website/homepage.aspx
121 http://www.karbosguide.com
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Fig. 2.11: Main relationships of audio and video standards

MPEG standards are charged with patents and engender license fees122.
MPEGLA123 manages them, but not all. On their patent pools site124 they tell

that they stopped dealing with MPEG-4, but anyway they list many companies that
are in with specific patents. MPEG-4 Visual is still managed by MPEGLA with
”reasonable”(sic) royalties.

The situation of MP3 patents is just as unclear. MPEGLA asserts to manage
them. However from mp3-tech125 one learns that only Fraunhofer/Thomson patents
require royalties, with a link to their price list. It is easy to imagine that the many
involved companies litigated on their deals and rights. Indeed US courts decided on
huge indemnities.

Although MP3 is widely used, it has to share the market with some alternative
options. A few of them:

• WMA - Windows Media Audio126

• WAV - Waveform Audio127

• AIFF - Audio Interchange File Format128

• MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface129

• Ogg Vorbis – a free, open and un-patented music format130

122 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MPEG-4
123 http://www.mpegla.com/main/default.aspx
124 http://www.mpegla.com/main/programs/M4S/Pages/PatentList.aspx
125 http://www.mp3-tech.org/patents.html
126 hhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows Media Audio
127 https://ccrma.stanford.edu/courses/422/projects/WaveFormat/,
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/hardware/gg463006.aspx
128 http://www-mmsp.ece.mcgill.ca/documents/audioformats/aiff/aiff.html,
http://muratnkonar.com/aiff/index.html
129 http://www.midi.org/
130 http://xiph.org/vorbis/doc/
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Remarkable is the Chinese Audio Video Standard AVS131. According to its owners,
it is faster than MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. It is owned by China and frees Chinese
developers from MPEG royalties.

2.3.3.6.1 MP3

MP3 is a de facto standard for consumer digital audio. It is an audio compression
technology based on the MPEG-1 (lossy audio and video compression) and MPEG-
2 (update and extension) specifications, referring to the MPEG Audio Layer 3. MP3
compresses CD quality sound by a factor of 8 – 12, while maintaining almost the
same high-fidelity sound quality. MP3 compression loses sound depending on the
compression rate, but it loses intelligently:

• It keeps the audible audio data at the cost of less audible ones.
• Loud sounds drown softer ones, so that the softer sounds are removed.
• Human ears hear best in the range of 1 – 4 KHz. Sounds in this zone remain

unchanged, while higher or lower ones may by reduced.
• In the marginal areas, common information of stereo sounds may be reduced to

mono sound.

Systems apply many additional compression strategies, and often combine them.
[28]132 reviews the digital audio standards. Who wants to learn more about the effort
that lead to MP3 can read the account of a highly involved Hanover scientist. [27]

An MP3 file is made up of multiple MP3 frames, which consist of a header and
a data block. The MP3 data blocks contain the (compressed) audio information in
terms of frequencies and amplitudes. Today most MP3 files contain ID3 metadata133

that precede or follow the MP3 frames.134 Frames are fed into each other in a Ma-
tryoshka style[31]135.

2.3.3.6.2 MP4

As a MP3 file extension makes think about music or audio, MP4 makes think about
video. Again a drawing (figure 2.12136) conveys an initial orientation, this time of
what works inside a MP4 file. Additionally it explains that MPEG-4 grew out of
Quicktime. Although users perceive MP4 as an integrated multimedia technology,
a whole standards family stands behind it. MP4 or MPEG-4 AVC (Advanced Video

131 http://www.avs.org.cn/en/index.asp
132 http://erdos.csie.ncnu.edu.tw/ hychen/multimedia/mpeg%20audio%20coding.pdf
133 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ID3, http://www.id3.org/
134 from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MP3
135 http://www.mp3-tech.org/programmer/docs/mp3 theory.pdf,
extended specification at http://www.multiweb.cz/twoinches/mp3inside.htm
136 remake of a drawing from http://www.tansee.com/what-is-mp4-video.html
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Fig. 2.12: The standards background of MP4

Coding)137 is a container format. It can contain all kinds of multimedia content - like
audio, video, 2D and 3D graphics and animated avatars, besides user interactivity
features. MPEG-4 stores audio, scenes (described by the scene language BIFS), and
other multi-media content using the ISO Base Media File Format, while AVC means
the storage of AVC (ISO/IEC 14496-10/AVC) standard 4 data (which may be audio,
video, or sub-scenes) within the files of the ISO Base Media File Format.138 MP4
containers are box-structured files.139 A box-structured file consists of a series of
boxes that have a size and a type. The file structure is object-oriented. All box-
structured files start with a file-type box (possibly after a box-structured signature)
that defines the best use of the file, and the specifications to which the file complies.

The files have a logical structure, a time structure, and a physical structure:

• The logical structure of the file is that of a movie which in turn contains a set of
time-parallel tracks.

• The time structure of the file is made of the temporally ordered samples in the
tracks.

• The physical structure separates the data needed for logical, time, and struc-
tural de-composition from the media data samples themselves. The structural
information is concentrated in a movie box.

Each media stream is contained in a track specialized for that media type (audio,
video etc.), and is further parameterized by a sample entry. The sample entry con-

137 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MPEG-4 Part 14
138 http://www.myformatfactory.com/MP4
139 http://thompsonng.blogspot.com/2010/11/mp4-file-format.html
explains inside MP4 with sample code
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tains the name of the exact media type (i.e., the type of the appropriate decoder) and
any parameterization as needed by decoders.140

2.3.3.7 Maps

The most popular media to be mashed into an application are maps, possibly super-
imposed with location information on persons and all sorts of things, e.g. businesses.
A recent map site reminds you the information value of map media (figure 2.13).
It displays tonight’s program of Chicago theatres141, nicely exemplifiying the at-
tractivity and the information value of map-driven user services. On the hit list of
digital map delivery, Google maps142 is most probably number one, followed by
Yahoo maps143 and other providers144. ProgrammableWeb knows of 2351 mashups
using Google Maps145. Additional evidence for the popularity of digital maps comes
from related listings146 on the web.

Who wants to integrate a Google map into the own application, applies the
Google Maps API for web services147. First results are easily achieved, so that com-
plying with the Google Maps API specification is immediately rewarding. Please
register that map standardization is driven by industrial deployment.

Correspondingly to the thriving application area the realm of map services stan-
dards is flourishing. The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) presents an impres-
sive list148, containing the Web Map Service149 and many other standards. The Web
Map Service Interface Standard (WMS) therein provides a simple HTTP interface
for requesting geo-registered map images from one or more distributed geospatial
databases. It returns geo-registered map images that can be displayed in a browser.

Keyholes are points on earth defined by longitude, latitude and altitude for the use
in Google Earth and other applications. The respective Keyhole Markup Language
(KML) is developed by Google and standardized by OGC.150

Points of interest (POI) are locations that may be important for somebody for
some reason. Usually they are defined by their geographic longitude and latitude.
They obtain scientific interest as well, but interestingly a standard for points of in-

140 taken from http://www.tansee.com/what-is-mp4-video.html, more detail there
141 http://www.theatreinchicago.com/maps/mapTheatres.php
142 http://maps.google.com/, http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/geocoding/
143 http://uk.maps.yahoo.com/
144 http://www.natgeomaps.com/, http://www.geocomm.com/, http://www.mapsolutions.com.au/
145 http://www.programmableweb.com/api/google-maps/mashups
146 http://mashable.com/2009/01/08/google-maps-mashups-tools/,
http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.com/, search in http://mashable.com/
147 http://code.google.com/intl/en-EN/apis/maps/documentation/webservices/index.html
148 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/
149 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms
150 currently KML 3.2, http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml/,
https://developers.google.com/kml/documentation/
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Fig. 2.13: Theatres in Chicago - users see what is on stage in the district

terest is still missing. GPS provides an industrial specification151. Commercial and
free collections of POIs are available.

The Geography Markup Language (GML)152 standardizes an XML-based rep-
resentation of geographical features. A code sample from the GML 3.1 specifica-
tion153 displays how a XML / XSD configuration works for geographic observa-
tions:

<gml:DirectedObservationAtDistance>
<gml:validTime>
<gml:TimeInstant>
<gml:timePosition>2002-11-12T09:12:00</gml:timePosition>
</gml:TimeInstant>
</gml:validTime>
<gml:using xlink:href="http://www.my.org/cameras/leica2"/>
<gml:subject xlink:href="http://www.tourist.org/sights/mountain3"/>
<gml:resultOf xlink:href="http://www.my.org/photos/landscape1.jpg"/>
<gml:direction>

151 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS eXchange Format
152 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/gml, http://www.ogcnetwork.net/gml
153 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/gml
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<gml:CompassPoint>NW</gml:CompassPoint>
</gml:direction>
<gml:distance uom="#m">16500.</gml:distance>
</gml:DirectedObservationAtDistance>

2.3.3.8 HTML5

After good old HTML, HTML5154 is a big jump forward. HTML5 is still a W3C
candidate recommendation155, but it is already widely applied in the web. There
are galleries full of sites coded in HTML5.156 Some big web companies support
HTML5. Take a look at Apple’s HTML5 show page157, or at the still more engaged
Google HTML5Rocks resource158.

There we learn the basic HTML5 recipe:

HTML5 = HTML + CSS + JS

Cascading Stylesheets (CSS)159 for presentation and JavaScript (JS)160 for client-
side scripting are integrated with the HTML functionality, so that with the HTML5
environment alone, users dispose of virtually all means for setting up a site. In ad-
dition, HTML5 is equipped with graphics tools – SVG and Canvas. It offers video
and audio tags and plays video and audio files without additional software.

A tiny test of the HTML5 advances: Put the following piece of SVG-including
code into a file and pass it to your browser. It will draw a green ball.

<!doctype html>
<title>SVG in text/html</title>
<p>
A green circle:
<svg> <circle r="50" cx="50" cy="50" fill="green"/> </svg>
</p>

Apple and Google are not alone in supporting HTML5 developers. HTML5 tutorials
abound on the web.

2.3.3.9 Augmented Reality (AR)

Augmented reality (AR) adds some virtual information to a real-world environment.
This can be helpful because it makes at a time visible on the same camera screen

154 http://dev.w3.org/html5/spec/Overview.html, for good examples see http://html5demos.com/
155 http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/
156 http://html5gallery.com/; http://html5websites.net/
157 http://www.apple.com/html5/
158 http://www.html5rocks.com/en/
159 http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS/
160 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript, specification in ECMA-262 and ISO/IEC 16262
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Fig. 2.14: AR standardization with integation of existing standards from [5]

what otherwise must be looked up separately. Positive effects are evident for in-
stance when a learner sees the real-world problem together with a virtual inset ex-
plaining how to solve it.

The field is recent and successful, so that a need for standards is felt. Remark-
ably standardization is discussed in a collaborative style with integration of existing
standards that can be reused for AR: JSON, HTML5, KML, GML, CityGML, X3D
can be repurposed. [5]161 focus on mobile AR. They propose to take over standards
from several sources, for example Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards main-
tained by OGC162. The aim is to avoid mistakes and to speed up the standardization
process. Figure 2.14 illustrates how much earlier work can be exploited. At the same
time it makes manifest that realizing and standardizing AR is a complex task. Many
subresources must be incorporated.

[3]163 proposes a step-by-step procedure for standards creation:

1. Stakeholder Analysis
2. Architecture Analysis

161 http://www.perey.com/ARStandards/[Springer Chapter]Standards for Mobile Collaborative AR.pdf
162 http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/groups/sensorwebdwg
163 http://www.navteq.com/outdoor mar2011/ar standards position paper.pdf
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3. Scope Definition
4. Usecase Definition
5. Breaking it down
6. Analyze existing standards and standard development organizations (SDOs)
7. Fill the gaps
8. Feasibility Check

In [4]164 the XML-based Augmented Reality Markup Language (ARML) is ex-
plained. Its specification is available on the Wikitude developer page165.

2.3.4 Web Queries

Fig. 2.15: W3C standards for XML and RDF – recent timeline. Web query develop-
ment starts around 1995.

While elsewhere in this chapter web (pre)-history is almost disregarded, this is
less defendable for retrieval technologies, simply because the web inherits so much
from earlier approaches. After all Edgar F. Codd proposed the relational data model
in prehistoric times (around 1970), together with some relational algebra and the
retrieval algorithms which were called SQL. In information retrieval the first im-
plemented approaches appear already in the late 1940ies.166 When ANSI and ISO
began standardizing SQL for search in relational databases in 1986/87 they encoun-

164 http://www.perey.com/MobileARSummit/Mobilizy-ARML.pdf
165 http://openarml.org/wikitude4.html
166 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information retrieval
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tered a good state of earlier work. Today SQL development is going on, currently a
new working draft is discussed.167

A timeline of newer web history (from [11] – figure 2.15) shows that only af-
ter 1995 pre-existing retrieval and query strategies were reworked for use on the
web. Web search for structured data adapted the predefined SQL search techniques:
Sqlite is popular for web databases, XQuery searches XML data, and SPARQL
searches RDF graphs. Since RDF data most of the time serializes in XML format,
both XQuery and SPARQL apply to RDF data.

2.3.4.1 SQLite SQL

SQLite ([30], [25])168 is an SQL database engine that embeds into applications –
because of its small footprint also on cellphones, PDAs, and MP3 players. It is
platform independent, binds to many programming languages and adapts to low
memory constraints. SQLite is heavily used as embedded database engine in the
web. Wikipedia qualifies it as ”arguably the most widely deployed database en-
gine”. Interestingly SQLite achieves this diffusion with a mixed standards behavior
– implementing most of the SQL standard, but also specific features of its own.

The author’s moderate experience was acquired on iPhone / IOS5.169 A select
command ”as understood by SQLite”170 (figure 2.16) reminds core SQL query syn-
tax and shows how SQLite conforms to it.

Fig. 2.16: SQL select as understood by SQLite

167 http://www.wiscorp.com/SQLStandards.html
168 http://www.sqlite.org/
169 up-to-date tutorial at http://klanguedoc.hubpages.com/
170 from http://sqlite.org/lang select.html
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2.3.4.2 XQuery

XQuery171 is a W3C-specified query language for XML data sources. The whole
XQuery family including XPath, XSLT and others is strongly supported by W3C.172

New query expressions and processing models are defined in the XQuery Update Fa-
cility 1.0 recommendation of March 2011173. Many XQuery tutorials are available.

XQuery is running on web XML databases174. A code example from ipedo175

(table 2.1) illustrates the use of XQuery expressions. From a tiny XML bike resource
(left), the query statement (on the right) retrieves the red bicycle because its price
meets the query condition.

Table 2.1: An XQuery expression selects a bike from XML data

2.3.4.3 SPARQL

SPARQL (Protocol and RDF Query Language) is a W3C recommendation since
2008.176 It searches RDF-coded data resources, so that one finds RDF triples and
their conjunctions, disjunctions and additional patterns. SPARQL has considerable

171 http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
172 http://www.w3.org/XML/Query/#specs
173 http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery-update-10/
174 see e.g. http://exist-db.org/exist/index.xml
175 http://www.ipedo.com/
176 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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industry support. It is implemented for many programming languages.177 SPARQL
queries can be transferred into SQL and XQuery formats.178 The opposite direc-
tion – exploiting and rewriting non-RDF relational databases in RDF format – is in
implementation state.179

Protégé includes a SPARQL retrieval technique for OWL ontologies, with the
restriction that availabilty in Protégé 4 is still unclear.180

DBpedia offers a SPARQL endpoint.181 The luxury cars example from there
(figure 2.17) explains all we need for instant purposes. The prefixes show which
resources are used. The SQL-style select query uncovers the SQL roots. Who wants
to see XML and JSON formats changes the presentation format.

SPARQL entailment standards for expanding queries to implicit results are under
way.182

Fig. 2.17: SPARQL luxury cars example – remark prefixes and SQL query expres-
sion

177 listing of implementations at http://www.w3.org/wiki/SparqlImplementations
178 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPARQL,
http://www.dblab.ntua.gr/ bikakis/SPARQL2XQuery.html
179 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/d2r-server/
180 http://protege.stanford.edu/doc/sparql/
181 reached from http://wiki.dbpedia.org/OnlineAccess#h28-2
182 http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-sparql11-entailment-20120105/
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2.3.5 Human Interfaces

Human interfaces are the realm of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). As most
mashups are made to serve human users, interfaces are a main issue for mashup de-
velopers. Long-standing research and HCI classics like [29] and [15] let us assume
that developers have a good grasp of interfaces, in particular of Graphical User In-
terfaces (GUIs). However, today’s user interfaces have advanced over their classical
ancestors by being interactive, touch-sensitive, including auditory components, and
so on. Media they present to users may vary – from songs to maps, mathematical
formulas, soundscapes, webcams or surgical cut videos.

Long-standing HCI knowledge183 also might entail the assumption that a com-
mon understanding of interfaces resulted in generally accepted specifications or
standards. According to available evidence this is not the case. Some standards are
indeed available184 but they are a minority group. [10] presents an overview of the
majority inside the minority group: the ISO-based standards.

Interfaces are a guideline country. One reason for the predominance of guidelines
is that interfaces communicate with users, so that flexibility, style and esthetics play
an important role. Interfaces mediate between users and applications, they must
adapt to both sides - the system’s services must be handled so that users succeed
in working with them without unnecessary clashes. Design strives for functionality
and usability as for recognition value, esthetics and corporate style (the ”look and
feel”). Users interact with the interface, they have to feel at home with it.

Interface guidelines for general audiences are available, scaling from rule-of-
thumb rules to very sophisticated and recommended work.185 Among newer (e)books
one can hint at [33] and [18].

Companies invest massively into web guideline development. This can be ob-
served with IBM: ”Good design is good business.” 186 Apple can serve as an exam-
ple for specializing guidelines to tasks and devices such as Mac, Bluetooth, USB
device, iPhone, iPad etc. 30 interface-oriented guidelines and references come up
from the OS X Developer Library.187 SAP188 helps companies to run better, their
user-centered design guidelines189 target business tasks and users. Many other en-
terprises follow the same strategy for their own businesses or devices.190

183 best overview found: http://hcibib.org/hci-sites/GUIDELINES.html
184 W3C-based example: http://www.w3.org/TR/UAAG10/
185 http://www.webstyleguide.com/wsg3/index.html
186 https://www-01.ibm.com/software/ucd/designconcepts/designbasics.html
187 https://developer.apple.com/library/mac/navigation/
188 http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/index.epx
189 http://www.sapdesignguild.org/resources/ucd paper.asp
190 e.g., http://developer.android.com/guide/practices/ui guidelines/index.html,
http://wiki.eclipse.org/User Interface Guidelines
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The impact of map services visualization is evident enough to motivate a discus-
sion of geographic information presented according to a few guidelines in different
styles. [20] 191

Digital map developers are not alone in thinking at specific user interfaces for
their media. Audio interfaces ([21]192, [16]193) – why not? 3D interfaces ([14],
[13]194) – why not? The sequence might go on.

2.4 In lieu of a Conclusion

The standards parade is over. Space has been overstretched without really bringing
the topic to an end. Standards are important, there are many of them, they are more
or less stringent, some solid acquaintance with them helps. This may appear as a
truism, but it is particularly true for mashup developers and users.

Observing standards, specifications and guidelines that standardize / populate /
underpin the web has surprised the author often enough. What standard counts, what
a standard wilderness! The chapter had to tame this area to traceability in order to
bring it home to its audience. If to some readers the standards parade has brought
concrete hints for own system design - much the better.

Almost all readers will have objections against how the standards were chosen,
left out or described in this chapter. The author shares many of them.

As long as the web keeps expanding, more and new regulation is expected to
come up, and more existing standards are available for re-use. Mashup users and
developers need standards, but they should ask which ones they need for their own
purposes.
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